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Abstract-  The role and task of exceptions and its effective handling are essential for the power (in terms of robustness 

and reliability) of present day software applications and basic framework of important systems. Regardless of this, there 

is a long discussion among specialists, programming dialect originators, and software engineering researchers with 

respect to the helpfulness and suitability of the accessible special case types and their characterization. In this work, we 

analyze special exceptional cases (service detection breakdowns, service fastening malfunctions, exceptions moved up by a 

service, and environment/context invalidations) of software application and suggest a position for exceptions dependent 

on context in Java Exception Classes Hierarchy. We implemented situation-conscious functionalities in Java and found 

that the expanded explicitness of special case dealing with dependent on our proposition can support its viability and 

prompt less application disappointments. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The job of exceptions is critical to guarantee the reliability and robustness quality of present day applications and 

basic framework of crucial systems. There is a long discussion among specialists, programming dialect creators, and 

professionals with respect to the value and fittingness of the diverse methods for taking care of programming 

mistakes [1][2][3][4]. Here, we inspect  special exceptional cases using Java and propose a class pecking order and 

incorporate compile time systems that consider the setting in which exceptions can emerge. 

Java recognizes two kinds of exceptional cases: checked and unchecked. Checked exceptional cases allude to 

uncommon conditions that elegantly composed applications ought to expect and recoup from. A technique must 

pronounce all the checked exceptional cases in its mark utilizing the throws keyword. Therefore, software engineers 

are compelled to, by one means or another, to handle these special cases in their projects [5]. Then again, unchecked 

exceptional cases allude to remarkable conditions from which applications can't for the most part recuperate from. In 

this manner, designers are not compelled to announce them or manage them. 

As per Bloch [6], exceptional cases ought to be checked when designers can deal with them and unchecked when 

the exceptions emerge from programming slip-ups and leave the program in an unrecoverable position. 

Observational examinations, however, uncover that designers discover exceptional case dealing with troublesome 

situation and have a tendency to disregard it or utilize it mistakenly [7][8][9][10][11]. Specifically, Cabral and 

Marques [4] have suggested that there is a requirement for exception/error taking care of automation, liberating 

software engineers from composing indistinct exception dealing with code. 

In light of related work and on the paper of Zhang et al. [12], we contend that the sort of an exceptional case (checked 

or unchecked) ought to rely upon the unique circumstance (execution surroundings and outside contributions as 

inputs) of a program. We anticipate that this methodology would enable software designers to give related exception 

case handlers just in situations where this is really required. 

The article is structured as follows: In division II, we suggested the position for possible exceptions which are 

dependent on context in Java Exceptions Classes Hierarchy. In division III, we briefed about the context aware 

situations and related issues together with the robustness concerns. In division IV, we depict the implementation of 

functionalities using a case study through a controlled programming framework. In division V, we judge against our 

effort with the related effort, and wrap up in division VI. 
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II. SUGGESTED POSITION FOR EXCEPTION DEPENDENT ON   SITUATION/PERSPECTIVE/CONTEXT 

We suggest a position in Figure 1 for exception dependent on context in Java exception classes’ hierarchy, alluding 

to special cases that end up checked or unchecked in light of either the execution condition of the program or sort of 

the passed parameters to the Java APIs. 

 

 
Figure 1.  Suggested Position for Exception Dependent on Context in Java Exception Classes Hierarchy 

 

III.  SITUATION CONSCIOUSNESS OR CONTEXT AWARENESS OR PERSPECTIVE CONSCIOUSNESS IN 

SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS 

Perspective consciousness is a vital feature of pervasive computing function, describing their capability to adjust and 

carry out odd jobs founded on the surrounding background circumstances. Context refers to a set of state of affairs in 

the material or the essential world that may be utilized by an application for the intention of lively revision of its 

range of capabilities. Usual cases of perspective contain an individual’s location, the nearness of an individual to 

another individual or a gadget or a thing, gadgets being used by an individual, the action in which an individual is 

occupied, etc. [13]. The computing setting in which context-aware applications are installed is entitled as active 

space [14]. That space may cover numerous physical regions and self-governing organizational fields. An active 

space offers the groundwork assistances that are essential for deploying and executing context-aware software. 

These comprise assistances for context discovery which sense and collect relevant data(here in our case study we 

use pixel position for location) and produce context actions, resource detection services, identification assistance, 

and assistance for authorization and access control [14], [15].  

So far, quite a few investigators have built different types of context-aware software, such as context-aware trip 

guides [16], smart rooms [17], museum visit applications [18], and supported/assisted living applications [19]. 

Investigators have created programming frameworks for such tasks [15], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24]. Such 

frameworks facilitate modeling of context-aware tasks that hold up different personalities such as perspective 

supported active service detection and fastening, circumstances based access power and multi-user management, 

circumstance-generated events, and perspective based information right to use.  

This effort has been motivated by the objective of developing and implementing a case study for building context-

aware software from their specifications. This approach pursues the generative programming model [25]. In our 

move toward, the blueprint of a context-aware function is specified using a domain precise programming 

representation. From this plan requirement, the application’s carrying out atmosphere is created and accomplished. 

The preliminary blueprint of this encoding structure was presented in [23]. This structure did not consist of methods 

for automatic exception and error recovery. In the proposed representation hold up by this platform, a perspective 

conscious application is planned using an abstraction called activity. An activity characterizes an object space on the 

shared basis and a set of roles for the user. An activity may cover diverse dynamic spaces and it may engage several 

users in some joint responsibilities. Users may be mobile at the same time as performing activity responsibilities. A 

variety of services/resources needed by the application are accessed all the way through objects described in the 

activity. An object connects to unlike services/resources in diverse context situations. An activity offers the role 
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concept to symbolize user rights for performing function responsibilities. Roles also form the main mechanism of 

right to use control inside the action. The operation system is given with the role in the course of which users may 

carry out function odd jobs. It also forms the system all the way through which users can use active space services 

by means of an interactive discussion. 

By means of controlled framework, we analyzed, designed and programmed ambiance conscious software 

application, which include environment conscious music player. Our understandings with software functionalities 

involved in our study discovered a variety of robustness concerns that occur due to the dynamic temperament of 

such application and also due to the dynamic characteristic of the surroundings in which such applications are 

positioned. In particular, we experienced the following wide classes of robustness problems: 

 Failures due to service discovery and reconfiguration action: Software may fail to perform correctly due to 

breakdowns in discovering the needed resources and services at some point in context-driven reconfigurations. 

This may possibly take place if the finding service not succeeds or if there are no identical services listed with 

the discovery service. A reconfiguration deed could also disturb a continuing mutual assembly/session with a 

service, causing such an assembly/session to finish prematurely. 

 Failures due to service level binding: A software function’s fastening with an active space check may not 

succeed, thus troublemaking any continuing client/user gatherings/sessions with that service. The reason of such 

binding breakdowns can be network interruptions; service collides, or admission/access revocations by services. 

 Exceptions/Errors at service level: Client’s bilateral sessions may come across exceptions that are lifted by the 

service with which the gathering is in movement. Such errors/exceptions may happen due to unsuited protocols 

for resource access, security privileges of the application with insufficient rights, or because of failures in 

carrying out service functions. 

 Environment/Context abolishment/invalidations: A software function that needs a few precise context situations 

to hold at some stage in the execution of certain jobs is prone to malfunctions once such settings are dishonored 

and this is known as the context/environment invalidation problem [26]. For accurate carrying out of such jobs, 

means are required for an application to verify such context invalidation circumstances and carry out suitable 

remedial measures when they take place. 

The aforesaid malfunction circumstances are not detailed to our implementation but can come up in context aware 

software functions developed by means of any controlled framework. The main giving of this article is the broad 

staging of a forward healing representation which facilitates implementing of application level healing actions for 

managing these malfunction circumstances. The preliminary drawing of this representation was presented in [27] 

and its following improvement was offered in [28][29]. We have extended and polished this representation in our 

implementation of the context aware functionalities in a case study. At this point, we demonstrate this 

representation’s abilities through our implementation by quite a few instances of malfunction treatment in context 

aware software functions that we intended in our test bed setting. 
The recovery method in this representation drop into two varieties: synchronous/concurrent exception/error handling 

and asynchronous/nonparallel event handling. Exception handlers/managers and event handlers/organizers are 

particularized in an application’s plan for carrying out automatic recovery measures. In our understanding, two types 

of recovery prototypes frequently tend to occur in context aware multi-user collaborative applications. In the first 

pattern, the recovery jobs are separately and independently carried out by an application and do not have need of 

involvement of any user. In the second, human involvement is needed in performing recovery tasks. The active 

involvement of human in such applications makes this form of recovery achievable, and in certain cases, essential. 

The methods for event handling and exception handling jointly allow encoding of these revival blueprints in the 

design and implementation of context aware applications. 

 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF FUNCTIONALITIES FOR POSSIBLE SCENARIOS BASED ON VARIOUS 

SITUATIONS IN AN APPLICATION 

4.1 Case Study 

Situation/Context conscious/aware melody/music performer/player. This function runs on an individual movable 

computing gadget of a user, such as mobile, tablet, laptop or PDA, and helps the subsequent situation based 

necessities: When the individual runs this application, it should initiate streaming melody to the audio player service 

on the personal gadget /Headset of the user. When the user comes into a room, the function should detect/discover 

and bind to the audio player service of the room and begin streaming melody to it merely if no new individual is 

there in the room. When the user goes away from the room or when some other individual comes into the room, the 

function should connect and bind to the audio player service operating on the user’s gadget/Headset and keep on 

streaming melody to it. Below figures 2-7 depicts the various possible situations in our case study. 
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Figure 2.  Streaming on Headset to not disturb the other person in the room. 

 

 
Figure 3.  Streaming on room’s speaker when no other person is there in the room. 

 

 
Figure 4.  Discovery error; No speaker found. 
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Figure 5.  Could not found address of the speaker; Object Binding Failure. 

 

 
Figure 6.  Audio file format sent is not correct; Service Level Binding Failure. 

 

 
Figure 7. Context/Environment Invalidation; after a while the state of the room/environment will change again 

once the context guard monitored the changes in the room and take necessary action. 

 

V. RELATED WORK 
Few of the previous studies observed and analyzed the use of exception handling by software engineers and 

developers in programs [8], [9], [10], [35]. Few other studies investigate exceptions in programming language level 

after doing comparative studies [1], [36] to identify defects [2], [37]. Examples of methods from the Android API 
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[38] that have led to crashes and their study from context dependent point have been investigated. Few other 

researchers have also addressed failure handling problems in context aware applications [29], [30], [31], [32], [33], 

[34].We suggest a new position for exceptions based on context in Java Exception Classes Hierarchy and try to 

solve the common failure issues by implementing a case study using a controlled programming framework to 

increase the robustness and reliability of the software application. Our effort addresses other types of collapse 

situations, such as discovery/detection breakdowns for service, binding malfunctions at service level, operational 

failures at service level, and context/perspective invalidations. Our work helps to smoothly recover from such 

problems and we hope our effort will create awareness among software engineering community to deal with context 

dependent exceptions. 

 
VI. CONCLUSION 

This article suggests a new position to deal with possible exceptions dependent on context in Exception Classes 

Hierarchy. We implemented a case study in Java, keeping in mind all possible situations, to handle effectively and 

efficiently with various unhappy path problems, involved in situation conscious functionalities in a software 

application. We observed that our approach to deal with situation-consciousness or context awareness can reduce the 

number of application crashes and context dependent failures/crashes of system could have been prevented 

according to our proposal. 

Further, as part of future work, we want to analyze more applications from this perspective to increase the reliability 

and robustness of the end product by creating awareness among developers for exceptions dependent on context. We 

will investigate further our new suggested position for possible exceptions dependent on context for some novel 

findings so that proper exception handling can be performed in real life software development. 
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